Superhero Week
Activity Pack

Eliot Midnight Superhero
Listen to the story of Eliot Midnight Super hero
click on the link below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7oVJkgTJT8
Think about what happened in the story, and
retell it to someone or discuss it with someone at
home.
On Seesaw record a short video of you saying
what your favourite part of the story was,
and If you could be a superhero like Eliot what
would you most like to do and why?

Superhero Me
Super Hero Name:
_____________________
_____________________

Super Hero Food:
__________________________________________
Super Hero Power:
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Super Hero Boat Challenge.

Have a look at the short video clip about floating and sinking.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/do-you-know-sinking-and-floatingsong
Here’s what you need to get started:
•
Washing up bowl or any other container to hold water
•
Water
•
Foil
•
Pennies
The foil to be cut in to squares of 15 cm. It is up to you how many but
3 may be a good idea. Mums and Dads help here.

Task 1

Make a boat out of just one of the foil squares and put on as many
coins as possible.
No other equipment is to be used.
Think about what shape you might try? Where might you put the coins?
Try different shape boats.

Task 2

Once you have tested your boat with only the foil you can use the foil
and one other object from around your house. It cannot be a toy boat
or another floating bath toy. 50cm of tape can be used to stick the two
together. (Mums and Dads to help here.)

Hearing
I can hear with my ears

Have you got Super hearing?
Take the Hearing test to find out.
For this you will need a blindfold, some different items that you can make a
noise with (wrapper, spoon, etc) or make some noises yourself, and an adult to
help you.
Once you have been blindfolded, sit still and listen very carefully.
When a noise is made you need to try to think what it could be.
Then you can make it harder by making your own noises and doing them from
different places and see if you can tell what the noice is( animal sounds are
good) and point to where it is coming from.
This can be done with all of your family members.
Who has the best Super Hearing in your house?

Sight
I can see with my eyes

Have you got Super Sight?
Take the Sight test to find out.
Take a photograph on an iPad or a phone of a room in your house or outside
where there are lots of things to see.
Set a timer and see who can see and say the most amount of things in the time
set.
If you want to make it trickier, write them down and see who has the most on
their list when the time is up.

Touch
I can touch with my hands

Have you got Super touch?
Take the Touch test to find out.
For this you will need an empty feely bag (PE bag would be ideal), some
different items that you can put inside to feel (shapes, banana, toy car, tv
control etc) something to hide the extra items inside, a blindfold (optional) and
an adult to help you.
Once you have your items sit still and listen carefully.
You need to close your eyes or place on the blindfold and place your hand into
the bag to feel the mystery item (place one in at a time). Use your hands to
explore the item, think about what it feels like. Can you work out what it is?
This can be done with all of your family members.
Who has the best Super Touch in your house?

Taste
I can taste with my tongue

Have you got Super taste?
Take the Taste test to find out.
For this you will need a blindfold, some different items to taste (apple,
strawberry, orange, grape, chocolate etc), and an adult to help you.
Once you have been blindfolded, sit still and taste each item carefully without
touching or looking.
See if you can tell what you are tasting.
This can be done with all of your family members.
Who has the best Super Taste in your house?

Smell
I can smell with my nose

Have you got Super Smell?
Take the Smell test to find out.
For this you will need a blindfold, some different items to smell (flowers,
chocolate, soap, food etc), and an adult to help you.
Once you have been blindfolded, sit still and smell each item carefully without
touching or looking.
See if you can tell what you are smelling.
This can be done with all of your family members.
Who has the best Super Smell in your house?
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Re write the sentences correctly

Mr Incredible has small arms
and big feet.

Mrs Incredible has a big
green mask.

Dash is slow at running.

Violet has powers in her
feet.

Jack- Jack has hair that is
flat.

Re write the sentences correctly.
Batman. I am
boots gloves. Batman has and black

I can web. shoot a
I the top of towers. swing from

I am Woman. Wonder
on crown my head. gold I wear a
Hulk big. is
turns when is mad. green Hulk he

Captain America is blue. red, white
and
Captain America star on his chest
and shield. has a white

Story Time - Super Tato
Listen to the Story of Super Tato.
Discuss the Story with someone at home.
Retell the story to them in your own words.
Think about what happened in the story and explain what
your favourite part of the story is and why?
Then see if you can make and decorate your own supertato
with items from your house and put it onto seesaw.

My Hero
My Hero is______________________
_________________________________

because_________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

